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Structured Cabling 101 Video Transcript



Structured Cabling 101 Steve Wetzel Professor Gateway Community College Length: 4:24 Welcome to a telecommunications closet. Telecommunication closets are a part of a structured cabling system. Today we’re going to highlight some of the key elements found in a typical telecommunications closet. Let’s take a look at vertical cabling. Vertical cabling is cabling that ties together telecommunications closets in one building or between multiple buildings. Vertical cabling here can be seen entering into the telecommunications closet through a 4-inch conduit. The type of cabling used in this case is fiber-optic cable. Here’s a look at a patch cable plugged into a RJ-45 jack in the front of a patch panel. This makes up an important part of horizontal cabling. Here are two Cisco switches. The first switch, a Catalyst 4912G, connects multiple closets in this building together. Each port here is a fiber-optic port. And this switch serves as an aggregation switch for the entire building. The second switch, a Catalyst 5509, supports users in the immediate vicinity also known as the catchment area. This port features numerous blades or modules containing copper RJ-45 jacks. Patch cables from our patch panel plug into each of the RJ-45 jacks in this switch. I’m going to now point out to you a 19-inch distribution rack. Distribution racks are used to mount various types of internetworking equipment such as switches, routers, and hubs in a telecommunications closet. Distribution racks are also used to mount patch panels in light interface units, which are used with fiber-optic technology. Just above this 19-inch rack, we have an 18-inch ladder rack. Ladder racks are used to support cable including copper and fiber-optic cabling in a telecommunications closet. Mounted to our 19-inch distribution rack is a light interface unit. Light interface units, or LIUs, are used to terminate fiber-optic cable. Shown here are two types of fiber-optic cabling. The orange fiber-optic cable is multimode fiber. The yellow would be single mode. The front of the LIU, shown at this time, allows us to connect fiber-optic patch cables to the LIU. These patch cables then are connected into Cisco switches to allow multiple areas within a building to be networked together. Here’s the back of our light interface unit, or LIU. As you can see, many strands of fiber-optic cable have been terminated. Here we see a service loop used for fiber-optic cabling. Fiber-optic cabling is part of the backbone, or vertical cabling, used in the building. Depicted here is a grounding plate with 6-gauge green grounding wire. Grounding in a telecommunications closet is an important safety feature. 1-2
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Now we’re looking at the back of a patch panel. As you can see, individual horizontal cabling runs from end user workstation areas have been terminated with a 110-punchdown tool. Show here is a telephone point of presence for the building. We’ve brought in 900 pairs of telephone cable, which is terminated in this installation. The installation is fused and grounded for extra protection of our telephone facility. Cross-connected to this termination area, we have cabling that allows users within the catchment area to connect their telephone to the main telephone system used on the campus. Hopefully now you’re more familiar with some of the key components found in a telecommunications closet. These components are further discussed in your Cisco CCNA curriculum.
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Pre-Configured Structured Cabling Panels - Leviton 

short patch cords. 1x9 Bridged Phone Module: used for connecting up to four phone lines for voice, fax and modem in a bridged wiring configuration.
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TMA Management cabling 

Sep 26, 2003 - If one wants to use TMA to locally connect to an Aster 4 Flash card version, one can ... Figure 1: Connecting a PC with TMA to the Aster 4 Flash.
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This portfolio, consisting of 125 investment-grade names, will require 40 credit .... the convertible bond, Bermudan swaption and equity index option markets. However, in a ..... physics.utoronto.ca/~qocmp/FCDO2.pdf. References. A. Market ...
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Ne pas utiliser à des fins de construction. This plan should only be used for information. Do not use for construction. Superficie. Area. RDC/GF 109. 14,440 pi2/ ...
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Structured MediaTM Centers - Leviton 

Leviton's Structured Media™ Centers make running cable and managing .... Les centres médias structurésMC (CMS) de Leviton rendent le câblage et la gestion.
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Depuis la disquette, au début des années 1980, les supports d'archivage des données informatiques ... portatif en vente dans tous les magasins d'électronique.
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Parametric robust structured control design 

Roughly, we could say that in parametric robust synthesis we have to optimize a ..... smooth problem, because iterates of a descent method move toward the ...
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Absorption d'eau : >0,3kg/m2 aprÃ¨s 24 h. Absorption d'eau : 
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Ahtyz / Anathos (portée par Hérasmus Victor) et Saignée (l'Arme de Leolïus Wagne) sont précisément des chefs de coteries, et à un moment donné de l'histoire, il n'en existe pas plus d'une poignée sur le continent. La plupart du temps, les coteries s'
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Faust et le diable â€¦ mais qui de nous deux Ã©tait MÃ©phisto et qui Ã©tait Faust ? ... Je sentais en arrivant ici que comme Faust je vendrais mon Ã¢me et mon corps, ...
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ular sparsity can be exploited using a general definition of mixed ... For example, the choice W = .... to converge to a fixed point in a finite number of iterations.
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FX Options and Structured Products 

Apr 7, 2006 - Uwe Wystup is also CEO of MathFinance AG, a global network of quants specializing in Quan- titative Finance, Exotic Options advisory and ...
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blocks such as static gains, PIDs, and fixed-order transfer functions. Yet this library .... Structured Hâˆž Program: Tune the free parameters of C(s) := Diag(C1(s),...
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Nonsmooth optimization techniques for structured 

Abstract: Significant progress in control design has been achieved by the ... feature is the result of the idea of the diligent use of nonsmooth criteria of the form.
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the vector of exogenous inputs or a test signal, y âˆˆ Rp2 the vector of measurements and z âˆˆ Rp1 the controlled or .... the definition fâˆž(Îº) := sup Ï‰âˆˆ[0,âˆž] ..... all t â‰¥ 0, is taken over f1(Îº, t) = z(Îº, t) âˆ’ zmax(t), f2(Îº, t) = zmin
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